SPONSORSHIP & NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

Platinum (Limited Availability)
- Session or panel speaking slot
- Prime location tabletop during event
- Networking lunch sponsorship (includes food/beverage)
- Receipt of all leads – Live event, Simulcast, and from archived Simulcast viewings
- Receive edited and full mp4 recording of the sessions
- Premium logo placement and advertisement of sponsorship level in marketing information

Gold
- Tabletop
- Networking lunch sponsorship (includes food/beverage)
- Receipt of all leads – Live event, Simulcast, and from archived Simulcast viewings
- Logo included in marketing materials

Silver
- Branding only
- Receipt of simulcast leads
- Logo included in marketing materials

Additional Opportunities

Afternoon Product Workshop – Continue the day with a Product Workshop. This three-hour session allows attendees to extensively use your product(s) with a challenge or test-drive scenario.

Video Interview with Brief Chairman – Schedule a Thought Leadership Interview with the Brief Chairman. Sponsors will receive a professional video asset.

SAMPLE AGENDA

- Opening remarks
- Keynote
- Networking break
- Industry panel
- Case study or expert discussion
- Closing address
- Networking lunch

SANS will be responsible for all event logistics (onsite and registration management)

Chairman: Jake Williams

Jake Williams is a computer science and information security expert, U.S. Army veteran and certified SANS instructor and co-author of FOR526: Memory Forensics In-Depth and FOR578: Cyber Threat Intelligence.

Jake started his information security career doing classified work with the U.S. government and was awarded the National Security Agency (NSA) Exceptional Civilian Service Award. He now runs a successful Infosec consultancy and has been involved in high-profile public sector cases including the malware analysis for the 2015 cyber attack on the Ukraine power grid. He’s also tackled a variety of cases in the private sector.